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ABSTRACT

Wireless mesh network provides efficient and reliable services for large scale 
communications. Video streaming in wireless networks enhances the services by 
delivering multimedia information to end users. However, because of the dynamic 
conditions of networks and variety of users, how to smoothly deliver the 
multimedia data to users without wasting precious network resources is still a 
challenge.

This thesis addressed this challenge by investigating several key issues in video 
streaming in wireless mesh networks. Firstly, a video streaming system, Swan 
Video Streaming system (SVS), over wireless mesh networks was designed and 
developed. Secondly, a scalable video coding scheme was adopted in SVS. Video 
bit streams were split into two layers, base layer and enhancement layer. These two 
layers of video streams were packed into two multicast groups to allow users to get 
access them separately based on their processing ability and network conditions. 
This prevents the waste of network bandwidth by eliminating the delivery of videos 
to all the users regardless of their conditions.

Thirdly, to improve the video robustness and reduce the overhead of the network 
for real-time video streaming, the important parameter messages of scale coded 
videos are transmitted in a reliable manner. SDP (Session Description Protocol) and 
RTCP (Real-time Transport Control Protocol) were improved to transmit the 
control messages at the beginning of video transmission and during video 
transmission stages, respectively. A new rearrangement method in RTCP of 
received packets was also proposed to improve the efficiency of algorithm and 
reduce network overhead. In addition, based on the feedback from video server and 
receivers, server and receivers can adjust their output bit rate and receiving rate 
according to different conditions of network to reduce the congestion.

The above approaches have been evaluated in the developed SVS testbed. Tests 
results show the approaches are effective and feasible in real application scenarios.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Wireless networks widely spread the application of video streaming technology. The 

wireless communications, including satellite, mobile communications and WLAN, 

provide mobility to users when they transmit videos. WLAN technology, as a widely 

deployed last-mile wireless solution of the networks, supports low cost, high 

bandwidth broadband Internet access. It makes people to communicate with friends 

easily and freely. However, there are some inherent disadvantages of WLAN 

technology, such as the access points are fixed, the coverage range is short, and the 

mobility between access points is limited. This hinders the applications of WLAN in 

some situations where a network is needed temporary and mobile.

Recently, a new networking technology has been developed to break the barriers of 

WLAN. This is wireless mesh network (WMN) [1]. WMN is a self-organising, 

self-managing and reliable wireless communication network that provides dynamic 

topology allowing users to join and leave automatically. It enlarges the coverage of 

WLAN and provides full mobility for end users. In addition, it can be deployed 

wherever there is a need by using battery power or solar power for some special 

occasions, such as emergency communication, outdoor wildlife observations and 

sport activities. For these applications, video streaming plays an important role.

Video streaming technique, which booms in recent years, significantly extends the 

application of networks. Compared with text and audio contents, video can provide a 

more intuitive experience. So deploying real time video streaming can give the video 

receivers a clear sense about the situation. It suits very well to be used in wireless 

mesh networks. As a technique with applying prospect, real time video streaming 

deployed in wireless mesh networks has attracted more and more attention. However,
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how to transmit videos in the unreliable mesh networks is still a big challenge, 

especially to multiple receivers simultaneously.

1.2 Motivation

Transmitting real-time video to multiple receivers simultaneously is a hot research 

topic in recent years, which can be deployed in video conference and so on. To 

reduce the bandwidth usage, generally, multicast is used to deliver the same video 

content to different end users. But in reality, simply use multicast to transfer video 

can not fulfil the requirement of every receiver and the network requirement. The 

main factor is that the diversity of receivers and network condition. Nowadays, the 

video receivers are not limited to computers. Many small devices also have the ability 

to process and display the real-time video, such as PDA, mobile phones and MP4. 

These devices have different processing abilities and screen sizes, which result in 

multiple requirement of videos. Another problem is the instability characteristic of 

networks, especially the wireless networks such as Ad-Hoc and mesh networks. The 

bandwidth between the video server and every receiver is different as well as 

changing frequently because of the mobility of the nodes. In addition, compared with 

the wired networks, interference is more serious in wireless networks, which results 

in congestion and high error rate. For the time sensitivity real-time video streaming, 

this problem degrades the video quality seriously.

The three issues which mentioned above lead to simply deploying multicast to 

transmit real-time video to different receivers in WMN is not a good choice. To tackle 

the problem, a new real-time video streaming system in wireless mesh network, Swan 

Video Streaming (SVS) system, has been designed, which improved the scalable 

video coding to meet the requirement of different clients and network condition. In 

addition, to address the issue that video quality degraded in the unreliable mesh 

networks, we improve SDP protocol to adapt the characteristic of H.264/MPEG4
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SVC and designed a video quality control scheme.

1.3 Contributions

The objective of my work is to design and implement a real-time video streaming 

system in unreliable wireless mesh networks which provides video to different 

hierarchical clients. It also improves the efficiency and reliability of the video 

transmissions in wireless mesh networks.

Firstly, a real-time video streaming system, SVS, which stands for Swan Video 

Streaming, was designed. This system commits itself to transmit video to multiple 

clients with different abilities in case of an emergency situation. It has significance to 

post-disaster restoration and reconstruction. With the help of wireless mesh network 

technique, the system can be constructed quickly and automatically configured. It is 

suitable for the situation that the communication system was destroyed and needed 

for an emergency replacement. Based on the real-time video system, the manager 

could grasp the overall situation and issue an order as soon as possible. In addition, 

for the purpose of widely using the existing devices as well as reducing the data flow 

on the network, the scalable video coding (SVC) scheme was deployed in the system. 

Mobile phones, PDAs or computers can be used to receive videos at the same time, 

significantly extending the scope of application. Obviously, this system can supply 

video in a more flexible and freely manner, which will play an important role in 

various areas.

Secondly, to improve the video robustness and reduce the overhead of the network 

for real-time video streaming, the important video parameters messages of

H.264/MPEG4 SVC, mainly including the picture parameters and sequence 

parameters, are transmitted in a reliable manner. SDP (session description protocol) is 

improved to transmit the control message at the beginning of video transmission. 

Before the video content data is transmitted, the most important parameter
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information is integrated into SDP and conveyed to the end users reliably, which 

saves time and improves the video robustness. In addition, a new type of RTCP 

message (new designed RTCP Application packets) plays the same role at the video 

transferring phase. All the key parameters information of the video is separate from 

video data and then transmitted to the end users by RTCP. Compare to the traditional 

method which transfers the key information by TCP, this solution reduces the 

complexity of the system.

Thirdly, WMN, like other wireless networks, also has problem that the bandwidth is 

much lower than the wired networks. This system addresses the issue by classifying 

the end users into different communication groups based on the processing ability of 

the devices and the conditions of network to achieve optimal transmission results. 

Comparing to the standard method that transferring all the layers to the clients 

whatever they need, in SVS, different layers of the video are transmitted by different 

multicast groups based on the screen size of the clients and the network conditions. In 

addition, from network’s feedback information conveyed by RTCP (real-time 

transport control protocol), the server can adjust the encoder to control the output 

video flow as well as the clients can choose whether to receive the high bit rate video 

layers or not. The clients are not only responsible for sending back the feedback, but 

also taking part in the video and network quality control initiative.

Fourthly, to reduce the complexity and improve the efficiency of the client, a new 

packets rearrange method was deployed. Different from the traditional method that 

using the time information of RTCP, this method just uses the RTP header itself to 

analyse the sequence of the packets and rearrange them, which slightly reduce the 

calculation time.

1.4 Thesis organization

The rest of the thesis is organised as following.
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In chapter 2, video streaming technique in wireless mesh networks and related works 

are presented. Firstly, technology of wireless mesh network is introduced, and then 

the current development of video streaming is indicated. Furthermore, the key 

techniques in SVS system are also introduced.

In chapter 3, the design of Swan Video Streaming System (SVS) is described, 

including the system initialization, the server part of the system and the client pat of 

the system. The improvement of SVC transmission model is the highlight point of the 

server part as well as the packets rearrangement method is emphasized in the client 

part.

Chapter 4 introduces the QoS design of the system. In 4.1, H.264/MPEG4 SVC 

parameters information transfer scheme is proposed. Firstly, the problems of 

transmitting the most important information of H.264/MPEG4 SVC are introduced. 

Then the improvement of SDP is proposed in the beginning of video transmission. At 

last, the design of RTCP scheme is introduced. In 4.2, a video quality control scheme 

is introduced. Based on the feedback collected by RTCP, the server and clients can 

adjust the video flows on the networks and control the video quality.

In chapter 5, a testbed is designed and implemented. The proposed methods are 

evaluated on this testbed. The thesis is concluded in chapter 6 and future research 

direction is also given in this chapter.
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Chapter 2 Wireless Mesh Network based Video Streaming 

System

This chapter is an overview of the wireless mesh networks and the video streaming 

technique. In addition, the key technique used in my video streaming system is also 

introduced. Firstly, in 2.1, the wireless mesh networks in introduced, including the 

characteristics, the architecture and other researchers work about the wireless mesh 

network technique. Then in 2.2 the video streaming technique is proposed. Especially, 

the multicast technique, which is used to send same contents to multiple clients, is 

described. At last, the key technique deployed in the swan video streaming system 

(SVS) is presented in 2.3.

2.1 Wireless Mesh Networks

A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a communication network made up of radio 

nodes organized in a mesh topology, which was appeared firstly in 1990s [2]. 

Comparing with WLAN, WMN extends the communication coverage with the help 

of multi-hop routing.

A typical WMN consists of three types of nodes: mesh routers, mesh clients, and 

gateway. Mesh routers, which form the backbone of the wireless mesh network, have 

the routing function to support the mesh networking and some of them work as 

gateway to connect to outside network. Generally, mesh routers have minimal 

mobility. With the help of this characteristic, a mesh router usually works in dual or 

more channels with equipping multiple wireless interfaces, which can be built on 

either the same or different wireless access technologies.

Mesh clients are end users of the network. All the devices, such as laptops, PDAs and
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cell phones, which have the ability to connect to the traditional wireless networks, 

can be seen as the clients o f WMN. In addition, to further improve the flexibility and 

robustness o f  WMN, mesh clients usually have the function for mesh networking, 

and thus, can also work as the routes if  needed. However, for the purpose o f  reducing 

the power consumption and dedicating to supply service to the end users, mesh 

clients only have simple routing abilities without gateway function and always have 

only one interface.

In WMN mesh nodes and mesh routers can access outside networks, by gateway, for 

example, Internet and Intranet. Actually, in some WMN, the difference between 

router nodes and gateway are not very clear. When the mesh routers can offer Internet 

accessing, they can also be seen as gateway.

Internet

G atew ay  R ou ter C am era

Laptop

P h o n e

The general architecture o f WMN is illustrated in Fig 2.1.

D esktop

Tablet C om pu ter

Figure 2.1 Architecture of WMN

W ired Link

5
W ire less  R ou ter

W ire less  Link for 
Backhaul

W ireless Link for 
Serv ing  C lien ts

In general, WMN has several key characteristics [3]:
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1. Multi-hop. With this characteristic, node can communicate with other nodes out of 

sight without enhancing the radio strength, but via forwarding by neighbour nodes.

2. Self-organisation, self-management and self-healing. This characteristic makes the 

mesh network more robust. When any node in the network fails, other nodes could 

remove routes to it and establish new routes to maintain the network.

3. Clients consume less energy. With the help of the mesh router, clients do not need 

to consume energy to routing. It’s an important characteristic when the end users use 

battery powered devices, such as PDA and smart phones.

As a hotspot both in the academic research and industry area, lots of works focus on 

how to improve the network performance. In [4], John Bicket evaluated the 

performance of a temporarily constructed wireless mesh networks in the rooftop of 

urban area, which proved that the WMN was a good method to supply 

communications occasionally. In [5], the authors improved the AODV protocol with a 

new bandwidth aware routing metric as well as route refresh and maintain method. It 

also proposed a method to quick response to the network dynamics. Marius Portmann 

and Asad Amir Pirzada [6] proposed a public safety application based on WMN 

which can transmit the emergency information to related people. In [7], N. Bayer 

designed a testbed for VoIP in WMN. In [5] and [6], authors proposed good network 

architectures, but unfortunately, their application was lack of video support. In [8], 

Danjue Li proposed a multi-source and multi-path video streaming system in WMN 

and designed a route selection scheme to help the system select concurrent paths. The 

advantage of this method is the improvement of the robustness of video stream. 

However, because of the multi-path characteristic, it will waste the precious 

bandwidth. In [9], Hsien-Po Shiang described a dynamic routing algorithm which 

decided how to transmit every scalable coded video packet by the intermediate node 

in a distributed manner. Based on these works, a WMN testbed was designed by the 

previous work [10], which improved the MAODV protocol and used dual channel



technique. This testbed will be deployed for my video streaming system (SVS).

2.2 Real-time video streaming technique

Recently, more and more researchers pay their attentions on real-time video 

streaming, which can be widely deployed in lots of areas, such as telemedicine, 

distance learning, live broadcast, and so forth. It helps people to obtain the live 

information whenever they need it.

David Austerberry [11] reviewed the history of the video streaming technique and 

also explained real time did not mean live. Pre-recorded video also can be delivered 

in real-time. But in this thesis, real time only strands for the live video transferring to 

the clients at a rate that videos can be played back correctly in the normal speed 

without interruption.

The traditional way to watch a video in the networks, such as browsing the HTML 

which contains multimedia content, the whole file, including the HTML file and 

auxiliary video, need to be downloaded first. User can do nothing but wait until the 

download process done. This method is not suitable for viewing real time or 

continuous video as well as the receive device does not have enough space to save 

the file temporarily. Therefore, streaming [12] is introduced to address this issue. 

With real-time video streaming, when a little part of the video is received, commonly 

several frames, the received video is displayed at the beginning and the rest video is 

transferred simultaneously. Due to its real-time nature, real-time video streaming 

require low delay, low bit loss rate and high-bandwidth.

2.2.1 Video streaming model in WMN

The video streaming technology is mainly divided into two models: one is client pull 

model and the other is server push model [13].
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Fig 2.2 shows the client pull model. Client plays a predominant role in this model, 

who controls the whole video service process. Now lots o f applications use this 

mechanism. One o f the most famous examples is You Tube.

1 step: Request Video

2 step: Send Video Data
►

Client
Video Streaming Server

Figure 2.2 Client pull model

Figure 2.3 depicts the server push model in the video streaming, in which the server 

plays a predominant role. Sometimes the client also needs to send out a request, but 

the server is responsible for all the control function. This model is also widely used, 

especially sending stream to multiple end users simultaneously, such as in [14], [15].

Send Video Data

Client
Video Streaming Server

Figure 2.3 Server push model

2.2.2 Multicast technique and its applications in video streaming system

The main challenges o f transmitting real time video stream are bandwidth, end-to-end 

delay, jitters and packet loss rate [16]. In wireless networks, the bandwidth is lower. 

In addition, because o f  the multi-hop property o f wireless mesh networks, 

transferring videos in the WMN confronts heavier delay, higher jitter and packet loss 

than in wired networks. To reduce the bandwidth usage when transferring one video 

to multiple users, IP multicast technique is deployed and improved. Multicast
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technology is an efficient mechanism o f forwarding data to a group o f  interested 

receivers but not need to replicate data in the server, which can dramatically reduce 

the load o f network and video server. There are two types o f multicast, network layer 

multicast and application layer multicast. The application layer multicast, as shown in 

Fig 2.4, deploys multicast function in application layer. It replicates the packet in the 

end user. The main disadvantage is that this method has long delay in some end 

points, so it is not sufficient for real-time applications.

Server User 3

Unicast' U n ic as t

R o u te r  2iouter 1

User 2
User 1

Figure 2.4 Application layer multicast

Figure 2.5 depicts the network layer multicast, which is also called IP multicast. In 

this method packets are duplicated by the routers then delivered to different receivers. 

The main advantage is that only one video stream in a line. The IP multicast is a kind 

o f  UDP traffic similar to broadcast, but only the hosts that have requested to receive 

the data will get it. So a host must join a multicast group first. The multicast group IP 

addresses range from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255, usually called Class D addresses. 

Especially, 224.0.0.1 is the all-hosts group, which means when pinging this group, all 

multicast capable hosts on the network should answer, as every multicast capable 

host must join that group at start-up on all its multicast capable interfaces. 224.0.0.2
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is the all-routers group. All multicast routers must join that group on all its multicast 

capable interfaces. In any case, the IP address range 224.0.0.0 through 224.0.0.255 is 

reserved for local purpose and datagram destined to them are never forwarded by 

multicast routers.

Server User 3

Multicast

R outer 2louter 1

User 2

User 1

Figure 2.5 Network layer multicast

Comparing the IP multicast and application layer multicast, it is obvious that IP 

multicast is more suitable for transmitting real-time video in the low bandwidth 

wireless networks. Lots o f researchers focus on how to improve the performance o f 

the video streaming in wireless networks, especially wireless mesh networks. With 

improved routers, in [17], Ralph Keller presented a method to adjust the multicast 

video data on the router to control the data flows. In addition, some adaptive 

approaches are also developed to improve the video qualities played in multiple 

receivers, which have been classified into two distinct properties [18]: firstly, 

according to the video rate delivered to the end users, it can be classified into 

multi-rate and single rate; Secondly, according to the place where adaptation is 

performed, they can be classified into end-to-end adaptation and active adaptation. 

According to these properties, two multi-rate, end-to-end adaptation methods are 

most popular in video streaming area, simulcast and layered coding. The simulcast 

method sends multiple same video content streams with same or different bit rates.
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Multiple description coding (MDC) is one of the most popular methods in simulcast. 

Although the simulcast (mainly MDC) and layered coding can be used in unicast area, 

their main application area is in multicast.

Multiple description coding (MDC) [19] [20] generates several independent 

substreams called description to the end user. The end user receives any single 

description can decode the video successfully. Generally, different description is 

transmitted onto different paths. In [21], Ali C. Begena finds that totally link-disjoint 

paths are rarely available in today’s Internet. When deploying MDC, avoiding joint 

links does not guarantee the best quality video, so in their paper, they develop a 

framework to model MDC video streaming over multiple paths and then use this 

framework to design optimal paths selection method. In [22], authors compared the 

performance between MDC and single description coding (SDC) in single-path and 

multi-path situation. The conclusion of it showed that the achieved video quality 

heavily depended on the path(s) over which the video packets were transmitted, so it 

is critical to select a appropriate route path. In addition, in a work by Chakareski, S. 

Han and B.Girod [23], the MDC and layered coding (LC, SVC belongs to LC) are 

compared. Although MDC can significantly improve the robustness of the real-time 

video and most researches believe that this method is better than LC in worse 

condition networks. Vu Thanh Nguyen, Ee Chien Chang prove that LC can 

outperform MDC [24]. Actually, it is difficult to send the descriptions in multiple 

paths absolutely. Furthermore, LC also can design every layer based on the end users 

ability, so, LC method will be chosen as a basic method to distribute videos in SVS. 

Now, few works focus on LC video streaming in WMN. In [25], Xiaoqing Zhu 

deployed SVC as a video rate adaptation method for WMN.

The above approaches only focuses on one or more issues of the video streaming 

system and does not consider the end users’ action in the real-time video streaming 

system. Then end users just receive the video, they can not take part in adjusting the 

video bit rates and so on. To solve theses problems, at first, we develop a whole
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real-time video streaming system in WMN, known as SVS; then to reduce the delay 

and improve the system efficiency, a new control message transmission scheme is 

designed. In addition, a new video quality control method is proposed.

2.3 Key techniques in the system

Generally, to reduce the delay of video streaming, UDP is deployed in the network 

layer. But UDP is an unreliable method, which can not support reliable end-to-end 

service. So Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and Real-time Transport Control 

Protocol (RTCP) were developed to supply time information and quality situation.

The Session Description Protocol (SDP) can be used to format the initialization 

information between server and client. In SVS, it is also improved to combine with 

video codec, which can improve the system performance.

H.264/SVC, which is the newest LC coding standard, is deployed in SVS to generate 

the layered videos. In addition, the standard transfer model is changed in the system 

to save the bandwidth.

The rest of this chapter will introduce above key techniques in detail. Furthermore, 

the video capture and video player software is introduced finally.

2.3.1 RTP and RTCP protocol

Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)

[26] are the key protocols for multimedia transport in IP networks. The purpose of 

designing RTP is to provide the timing information, source identification, loss 

detection, payload type for the multimedia. In addition, RTCP supplies a mechanism 

to monitor the multimedia delivery and provide useful information to the application, 

such as the packets loss, jitter and delay of the data transmitting. Furthermore, it also 

supplies the mechanism of synchronizing different data in a session, such as the video
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and audio in the video conference. RTP and RTCP do not guarantee the quality of 

service for real-time. Generally, applications run RTP and RTCP on top of UDP, and 

collect the useful information from RTP and RTCP to improve the quality of 

multimedia services.

When receiving video data, RTP adds its packet header to the data, and envelops into 

a packet. The header is shown in Figure 2.6.

_____________________________ 32 Bits (4 Bytes)_______________________________

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8
! i : i ; ;

1 V =21 PIX | CC | M | PT | sequence Number

2 Timestamp

3 Synchronization Source (SSRC) Identifier

4 Contributing Source (CSRC) identifiers

Figure 2.6 RTP Packet header

It can be seen from Fig 2.6 that in the RTP header, V, P, and X stand for version, 

padding, and extension, respectively. If the padding bit is set, the packet contains one 

or more padding octets not included in the payload after the regular header, which is 

used for encryption algorithms with fixed size or carrying several packets in a low 

layer packet. The extension means at the end of the fixed header, one header 

extension must be followed. The PT field means Payload Type. RTP protocol defines 

several video and audio types, which can be used to quickly distinguish the payload. 

If the payload type has not been defined, the dynamic payload type should be used. 

SSRC is used to identify the source. All the payload types are defined in RFC3551

[27].

The most important fields in the RTP header are sequence number, timestamp and 

SSRC identifier. The sequence number, which is similar to the sequence number in
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TCP protocol, can be used to determine packets order in the stream. When a new 

packet is going to be sent, the sequence number in the packet RTP header will 

increase one from the previous packet. Notice that the sequence number is initialized 

randomly for the security reason. The timestamp field in RTP also plays an important 

role as the sequence number, which reflects the sampling instant of multimedia. It is 

useful to synchronize different session media with the help of timestamps in RTCP. 

The SSRC identifier, supplies a simple way to distinguish different media, especially 

the same type media send out by the same server.

RTP protocol can not supply any information for the quality control purpose. The 

quality control is done by RTCP. RTCP gathers the sender, receiver and transport 

information (such as the packet loss, the number of packet quantity, delay) and then 

sends this information to the multicast members periodically. The application can use 

information to diagnose the situation of the network and control the quality of the 

service. For multicast, since group members join and leave during the transmission, it 

is useful to know who is participating at any moment and how well they are receiving 

the video data. For that purpose, every participant periodically multicasts a reception 

report plus the name of its user on the RTCP. The reception report indicates how well 

the video is being received and may be used to control adaptive encodings. RTCP 

also carries a source sender identifier called the canonical name or CNAME, which 

can help the receiver keep track of the source sender if  it loses the sender information 

when a conflict happens or the receiver restarts. The CNAME also helps the new 

participant get the information of the real-time data and the sender. To carry different 

control information, RTCP defines several different packet types, includes SR (sender 

report), RR (Receiver Report), SDES (Source description items, including CNAME), 

BYE (Indicates end of participation), APP (Application-specific functions, not be 

used generally).

Generally, All the RTCP packets are sent out as a compound packet format, which at 

least contains two types of packets, the SR and SDES, or RR and SDES. If the server



is also a receiver, the compound packet may consist of SR, RR and SDES packets.

The most important types of packets are SR and RR reports. The SR report, send by 

the server, includes the timestamps and data count information. The timestamps in the 

SR packets consist of NTP (Network Time Protocol) timestamp and RTP timestamp 

(corresponds to the time of RTP data stream). The NTP timestamp provides the wall 

clock in order to offer a unified time to different RTP streams from different 

machines. The data count fields, also contains two parts, packet count and octet count, 

are useful for the receiver to calculate the bit rate, packets loss and so on. The syntax 

of SR is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

3

6

The RR report, which is created by the clients, contains some important information, 

such as the fraction lost, number of packets lost, jitter and delay. Based on the 

information, the application could estimate the condition of network and receivers. 

The syntax of RR report is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

32 Bits (4 Bytes)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

v=2 | p|  RC | PT=SR=200 j length

SSRC of sender

NTP timestamp, most significant word

NTP timestamp, least significant word

RTP Timestamp

Sender’s  packet count

Sender’s  octet count

Figure 2.7 SR packets
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32 Bits (4 Bytes)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 v=2 | p| RC ! PT=SR=201 | length

2 SSRC of packet sender

3 SSRC_1 (SSRC of first source)

4 Fraction lost | Cumulative number of packets lost

5 Extended highest sequence number received

6 Interarrival jitter

7 Last SR (LSR)

8 Delay since last SR (DLSR)

Figure 2.8 RR packets syntax

To reduce the network congestion and every participant can send out the report in 

time, all the RTCP packets are sent out periodically. This period is called RTCP 

transmission interval. To allow extending the session scale automatically, the 

transmission interval is changed based on the number of participant. But in default, 

the minimal interval is set to 5 seconds.

In a RTP session, RTP and RTCP use two ports separately. The RTP uses an even 

number port and RTCP uses the even number + 1 (odd) port. When too many clients 

join the multicast group, all of them will send out the packets, which result in 

consuming huge bandwidth. To avoid this situation happened, all the members of the 

session share the fixed RTCP bandwidth that is recommended 5% of the session 

bandwidth. And one fourth of the RTCP bandwidth is allocated to the senders, in 

order to make the new participants to receive the senders’ information as soon as 

possible.
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2.3.2 SDP protocol

SDP [28], which stands for session description protocol, is designed for negotiation 

between end points in multimedia communications. It does not deliver the media data 

itself, but supplies a standard format to exchange the initialization parameters in an 

ASCII string. With the help of SDP, the end users can have the necessary information 

before they really transmit the videos. Generally, the SDP protocol includes three 

parts: session description, time description and media description, which describe the 

session, time and media information, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.9.

S ess io n  description
v= (protocol version)
o= (originator and se s s io n  identifier)
s=  (se ss io n  nam e)
i=* (se ss io n  information)
u=* (URI of description)
e=* (email ad dress)
p=* (phone number)
c=* (connection information -  not required if included in 

all m edia)
b=* (zero or m ore bandwidth information lines)
O ne or m ore time descriptions ("t=" and "r=" lines; s e e  below) 
z=* (time z o n e  adjustm ents) 
k=* (encryption key)
a=* (zero or m ore se s s io n  attribute lines)
Zero or m ore m edia descriptions

Time description
t= (time the se s s io n  is active) 
r=* (zero or more repeat tim es)

Media description, if present
m= (m edia nam e and transport ad dress)  
i=* (m edia title)
c=* (connection information -- optional if included at 

se ss io n  level) 
b=* (zero or m ore bandwidth information lines) 
k=* (encryption key) 
a=* (zero or m ore m edia attribute lines)

Figure 2.9 SDP syntax

As shown in Figure 2.9, SDP session description consists of a number of lines. Every
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line has the same format, <type>=<value>. Here, <type> is always one character and 

case-sensitive, which indicates what the line stands for; <value> is a structured text 

string whose format highly depends on the <type>. As same as <type> part, <value> 

is also case-sensitive. Not all the lines which are depicted in Figure 2.9 are mandatory 

required. The line with * means this line is optional. In addition, some parts of 

<value> are also optional. But all the parts must arrange in the right order which is 

illustrated in the figure.

The session description part starts with a “v=<value>” line and continues with time 

description part and then with one or more media description part. Every media 

description part starts with the “m=<value>” line. In general, session description part 

values are the default for the whole SDP session unless overridden by the media 

description with the same <type>.

Although this protocol is mature and well developed, it only supplies a universal 

function. In proposed SVS, this protocol is improved to increase the efficiency and 

reliability of the system, more details can be found in chapter 4.

2.3.3 H.264 scalable video coding standard progress and application

In SVS, H.264 scalable video coding (SVC), which is the most currently LC video 

coding method, is improved to generate layered videos to multiple video clients.

H.264 SVC [29] is the scalable video coding (SVC) extension of the H.264/AVC 

standard. H.264/AVC [30], which stands for ITU-T H.264 / MPEG-4 (Part 10) 

Advanced Video Coding, is the most recent international video coding standard. 

Comparing with prior video coding standards - chronologically, H.261 [31], MPEG-1 

[32], MPEG-2 / H.262 [33], H.263 [34], and MPEG-4 (Part 2) [35], H.264/AVC 

provides significantly improvement for coding efficiency.

Now the modem video streaming system is typically used in IP networks for
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real-time services. Compared with the traditional broadcast video streaming system, 

the IP networks are characterized by a wide range of user devices and connection 

qualities. Work station, computer, laptop, PDA or mobile phones with Wi-Fi function 

all can be the receiving devices. It is obviously that they have different processing 

quality and screen size. The varying network connection quality is resulting from the 

variety amount of data flow in different part of the network and types of networks, 

such as wireless and wired networks. To address these issues, SVC was developed to 

generate layered structure videos to heterogeneous environment.

A SVC video stream can be split into one base layer (BL) and multiple enhancement 

layers (EL). Base layer provides the base quality video while the enhancement layers 

are used to refine the video quality. In addition, three basic types of scalability are 

introduced in SVC, temporal scalability, spatial scalability and quality scalability. 

Temporal scalability can increase the frame rate by enhancement layer; spatial 

scalability extends the picture size; with quality scalability, more layers contained in 

a video stream mean a higher fidelity.

As an extension to H.264/AVC, H.264/SVC also inherits the advantages of new 

features of H.264/AVC. For example, it separates the key video coding information, 

such as picture parameter set (PPS) and sequence parameter set (SPS), which can be 

transmitted by a more reliable channel. It also designs network abstraction layer 

(NAL) to enable simple and effective conveyance by a variety of transport layer or 

storage media [36].

To simplify the deployment of H.264/SVC in multiple application environments, as 

the previous coding standard, Profile/Level is defined. There are three Profiles in

H.264/SVC, scalable baseline profile, scalable high profile and scalable high intra 

profile.

I. Scalable baseline profile: Primarily designed for conversational, mobile and
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surveillance applications.

2. Scalable high profile: Designed for broadcast, video streaming and video

conference applications.

3. Scalable high intra profile: Mainly targeted for high definition video applications.

The standard reference software of H.264/SVC is JSVM [37].Mathias Wien, Heiko 

Schwarz and Tobias Oelbaum tested the SVC performance based on the JSVM [38]. 

JSVM is also deployed as the base software to develop the coding part of the SVS.

2.3.4 Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL)

Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) [39] is an open source library for writing computer 

games or other multimedia applications that can run on many operating systems. The 

library is divided into several modules including Video, Audio, CD-ROM, Joystick 

and Timer. The video module, which is widely used in industry and research, is 

responsible for displaying the video frames on the screen of the video streaming 

system, such as [40] [41] [42], which are the examples of using SDL for displaying 

videos.

2.3.5 Video for Linux (V4L)

Video for Linux (V4L) is a video capture API for Linux, which provides a common 

programming interface for the TV and capture cards on the market, as well as parallel 

port and USB video cameras.

2.4 Summary

This chapter reviewed the technology of wireless mesh network and video streaming
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techniques. Special attentions are placed on the techniques to improve the network 

performance while videos are transmitted, such as multicast, scalable video coding, 

and QoS. Key protocols and programs for scalable video streaming are presented in 

details because they are going to be used in the research. Next few chapters will 

present the details of the design of scalable video streaming system, QoS scheme and 

improvements of protocols for better network performance.
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Chapter 3 Design of Swan Video Streaming System

This chapter describes the design of Swan Video Streaming (SVS) system. Firstly, the architecture 

of SVS system is introduced. This system consists of three modules, namely system initialisation, 

server and client. The initialisation module, which is introduced in Section 3.2, defines how to 

transmit information between server and client. Then in Section 3.3, design of video server is 

presented. The design of client functions is described in Section 3.4.

3.1 System overview

3.1.1 Architecture

The multicast real-time video streaming system in WMN was designed and 

developed as shown in Figure 3.1. In this system, a camera serves as a video 

streaming server, who is responsible for video capturing, encoding and transmitting 

real-time video streams. The end user devices, which connect to the server by WMN, 

to receive the videos can be desktop, laptops, PDAs or mobile phones. They can 

move freely in the coverage range of any mesh router. The mesh routers are the 

backbone of the video streaming system. Generally they are fixed or placed in a 

prepared location, but also can be moved locally.

Basically, this system works according to the push model of the video streaming 

technology. After receiving the request from end users, video server multicasts the 

real-time SVC video streams to the clients through mesh routers. In addition, to 

improve the robustness of system, unlike the traditional push model, every end user 

sends feedback to the server and partly controls the server to adjust the bit rates of the 

video streams. Figure 3.2 depicts the whole process of the video streaming system. It 

can be seen that if any client expects to receive real-time videos, it needs to send 

request with its attributes that give instructions to the server what videos it needs, as
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shown in step 1 o f Figure 3.2. Then the server delivers the necessary information to 

the client and sends out the real-time videos. For the client, after receiving the 

necessary information, it will decide which layers o f videos are going to be received 

and at what bit rate. When a client does not want to receive the video anymore, it 

sends a “BYE” message immediately which can be used by the server to estimate how 

many users receive the video. If the server detects that no one receives video, it stops 

automatically. Obviously, the server also can be stopped manually at anytime.

W ireless Link for 
Serving Clients

W ireless Link for Backhaul

(<»>)

6
W ireless Router

Video Stream

Laptop

Figure 3.1 Video streaming system in WMN

10
Camera 

(V ideo Server)

Tablet Computer
M obile Phone
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® UDP

S top v ideo  stream ing

Figure 3.2 Process of video streaming system

Figure 3.3 illustrates the layered architecture o f developed video streaming system. In 

application layer, SDP is used to negotiate between the clients and server at the 

beginning as in step one o f  Figure 3.2. Because the information conveyed by SDP is
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crucial to the video streaming, TCP protocol is used on the transport layer to make 

sure it is error free. On server side, real-time videos are captured by V4L. Then the 

captured videos are encoded by H.264/SVC. Before sending out by multicast, the 

encoded videos are encapsulated by RTP to improve the reliability with the help o f 

RTCP. RTCP is also responsible for sending the feedback and crucial information 

when transmitting video between server and clients. On client side, after decoding 

videos, SDL multimedia library is used to replay the videos. In transport layer, UDP 

and TCP are two main protocols used in this system. Multicast AODV (Ad hoc 

On-Demand Distance Vector Routing, MAODV) protocol is used for packet 

forwarding in the network layer [43].

Video Server Video Client

Application Layers

Transport Layer

Network Layer

Figure 3.3 Layered architecture of video streaming system

3.1.2 Platform overview

The operating system for SVS is Ubuntu Linux distribution. The server end and 

clients end applications run on Ubuntu Version 8.04. MAODV routing protocol is 

improved to run in Linux user space with kernel version 2.6 support. Two channels

Video Capture 
(V4L)

Video Display 
(SDL)

SDP
Video Encoder 
(H.264/SVC)

Video Decoder 
(H.264/SVC) SDP

Multicast Server Multicast Client
(RTP and RTCP) (RTP and RTCP)

arj: < > < > rCIE
TCP UDP UDP TCP

MAODV MAODV MAODV
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are used for network communications; one is for the communications among the 

routers, the other one is used to connect the clients to mesh routers. In addition, the 

gateway router bridges the network to the outside networks. The architecture o f the 

router is depicted in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.

Figure 3.4 Mesh router

A Mesh Node Architecture

U ser S pace

WMN Configuration 
Applications

WMN Loadable M odules

Linux Kernel S pace

[Bootloader & Device Drivers

Hardware Platform

Interne 
Gateway 
Interface

HardWE

*  I
;0kl

T
Backhaul % Client 
Interface Access

Interface

Figure 3.5 Mesh route architecture
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3.1.3 System modules

The SVS consists of three modules, namely the initialization module, server and 

clients modules. The initialization module is responsible for initializing the system, 

negotiating between the server and clients. More details about initialization module 

can be found in Section 3.2. SDP is the key protocol used in this system.

Server module is responsible for capturing, encoding and sending the real-time 

videos to the networks. In addition, it also has the function of receiving the feedback 

and adjusting the output video streams. Server module will be discussed in Section 

3.3.

All the end users will have the client applications to receive the videos. Furthermore, 

the client applications also have the ability to decide whether to receive part or all of 

the videos based on the conditions of network and itself.

3.2 System initialization

Video streaming can be started by the server manually or any of the clients 

automatically. The first method, started by the server, does not care if there is any 

client receiving the real-time videos or not. The easiest way in this method is just to 

open the camera with default setting values. But the setting values also can be reset 

after the start. The main values can be set are depicted following:

A Transmission part

1) Multicast IP addresses.

The multicast IP address can be set manually. It is useful when the default 

multicast IP address is used by other applications.

2) The server’s port number.
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The server’s port number is used for distinguishing the applications that use the same 

multicast IP address in the server. Generally in the video streaming system, two ports 

will be used for one multicast IP address. One is for RTP and the other is for RTCP. 

The RTP port should be even number and RTCP should be the next odd port number 

by default. So only the RTP port number needs to be set.

3) The destination’s ports number.

The function of ports number on destination is the same as the server’s port number. 

With IP address and destination’s ports number, the server knows to send the exact 

application data to the clients.

B Video coding part

1) Quantisation parameters (Qp).

For a video coder, Qp has a very important impact on the compression rate, which is 

a key parameter that controls the output bit rate. As a result, Qp can impact the output 

bit rate. The higher the Qp value is, the lower the output bit rate is. So Qp is a crucial 

value that can be set to control the initial output bit rate of the video streaming.

2) Group of Pictures (GOP) size

In order to encode the videos with a high compression rate, the frames are always 

encoded into GOPs, which include I-frame (key frame), P-frame or B-frame. I-frame 

stands for intra coded frame, which can be decoded independently. P-frame 

(predictive coded frame) contains the difference information from the preceding 

frame, so it only can be decoded correctly with the help of preceding I-frame or 

P-frame. B-frame stands for bidirectional predictive coded picture, which contains 

difference information from the preceding and following I-frame or P-frame. A GOP 

always begins with an I-frame and then followed by several P-frames. B-frame is 

inserted among I-frames or P frames, but it is not mandatory. Figure 3.6 illustrates a 

GOP with eight frames, where the GOP includes one I frame, one P-frame and six 

B-frames.
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G roup  of P ic tu re s  (G O P ) 
 ►

1 2 3 4  5 6  7 8 • 9

Figure 3.6 Group of Pictures (GOP)

The size o f B-frame and P-frame is smaller than the I-frame because only the 

difference information from other frames is contained. GOP size can be changed for 

adjusting the output bit rate. GOP size needs to be limited in the real-time video 

streaming system.

3) Intra period

Intra period indicates the intra coded frame inserted period for the video sequence. 

Every Intra Period frame is intra coded. When this parameter is set to -1, only the 

very first frame in the video sequence is I frame. Otherwise the value needs to be 

equal to GOP size or a multiple o f GOP size.

The second method is that the system can be started by the first client connecting to the 

server. The process is that the first client sends a request to the server by unicast, which 

includes its screen size. The screen size parameter is used by the server to decide 

which layer o f the videos will be sent to the client. Then the server will send the 

necessary information to the client by SDP protocol, as shown in Figure 3.5. To 

transmit this crucial information in a reliable manner, TCP is used in the transport layer. 

Video is then sent to the client by multicast.
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v=0
o=swanmesh 88311887031 88311885421 IN IP4 81.96.204.51
s=Swan Video Stream
i=Real time video streaming test
u=http://www. Swanmesh.ac.uk
e=yan6@yahoo.cn
c=IN IP4 226.0.0.11/127/2
t=0 0
m=video 19842 RTP/AVP 96 
a=rtpmap:96 h264-svc1 
a=fmtp:96 framesize=320*240 
m=video 19844 RTP/AVP 97 
a=rtpmap:97 h264-svc2
a=fmtp:97 framesize=640*480_____________________________

Figure 3.7 An example of SDP protocol

Figure 3.7 illustrated a SDP example used in the system. In the second line, the “o=” 

field gives the session a globally unique identifier. We can also get the server’s unicast 

IP address. From “s=” to “e=” fields give more information about the session and 

supply the method to contact to the manager. “c=IN IP4 226.0.0.11/127/2” indicates 

this session will use two version four IP addresses, 226.0.0.11 and 226.0.0.12. The TTL 

is set to 127. Because the server hopes to start as soon as possible when the client is 

ready and does not know when the session will stop, so “t=<start time > <stop time>” 

is set to zero, which means this session is permanent. The media description begins 

with the first “m=video 19842 RTP/AVP 96” field, where 19842 is the port number and 

RTP/AVP means the video will be conveyed by RTP protocol. In the next line, 

“h264-svcl” means the encode method is H.264/SVC and this is the base layer of the 

video streams. “m=fintp” field indicates the frame size of this layer. With the preceding 

IP address information, every layer can be sent by one multicast group. From the SDP 

information, the necessary information will be received by client. Then the client can 

prepare the RTP channels to receive the video streams, and configure the video codec 

for decoding. At the same time, with the frame size, the video display application, SDL, 

also can be started to wait for displaying the videos.
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The SDP protocol plays an important role in the second method. In addition, H.264 has 

a new feature that it separates the video control information into SPS and PPS from the 

video content, which is crucial to the video decoder. To improve the robustness and 

reliability of the system, SDP was improved with the H.264 new features. Furthermore, 

I also introduce a method to transmit the video control information by RTCP after 

initialization. These improvements will be introduced in next chapter.

Whatever the first or the second method is used, the server needs to know how many 

clients are ready to receive the videos, which can be used by the server to manage the 

video streaming system. The server can get the clients’ information by RTCP protocol. 

When a new client sends back the RR report by multicast, the server will record its 

SSRC to a buffer and increase one to the number of clients, N.

3.3 Server in SVS

3.3.1 The framework of the server

The server consists of three components, video capture, video encoder, and video 

multicast server, as in Figure 3.8. V4L is used for capturing real-time video frames and 

then sending video frames to the encoder. After receiving the video frames,

H.264/SVC encoder is responsible for compressing the frames. The multicast 

streaming server packs the encoded video by RTP/UDP, and then sends them to the 

wireless mesh network. In addition, the multicast streaming server also monitors the 

receiving statistics of all clients. Then it abstracts and sends the feedback to the 

encoder. Based on the feedback, the encoder can adjust the output bit rate to improve 

the quality of service and avoid network congestion.
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Figure 3.8 Video streaming in the server

Figure 3.9 is the flow chart o f the server, which describes the details o f  the video 

processing in the server. In this system, B-fram e is used to generate low rate video 

streams, which needs the frame information from preceding and following pictures. To 

encoder the B-frame, the encoder must obtain and encode the following I-frame or 

P-frame first, which is commonly the first one or last one o f a GOP. In this system, the 

very first picture o f the video stream is captured first and encoded as the I-frame, 

which is also saved as the reference picture for the B-frames decoding. Then the 

capturer captures N frames, where N equals the number o f frames in a GOP. The N 

frames include the rest frames o f the first GOP and the first key frame (I-frame or 

P-frame) o f the second GOP. So the encoder can get enough key frames to encoder the 

B-frames o f the first GOP. Like this process, every first key frame o f a GOP is captured 

first for the B-frames encoding in the preceding GOP. When all the frames o f a GOP 

are encoded, they are transferred to the multicast server to add the RTP/UDP/IP header 

and send out to clients.

Since B-frames need other frames as the reference picture, they may increase the delay 

time. To solve this problem, the size o f a GOP is limited to four pictures by default. 

The architecture o f the GOP used in this system is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
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3.3.2 Video Capturing by V4L in Linux

The V4L [44] is responsible for capturing video frames in the system. Generally, there 

are four steps to capture videos by V4L, which are listed below:

1. Opening the video capture device (webcam)

Firstly, V4L needs to open the video capture device. In Linux, all hardware devices are 

treated as a file. The device file (also called as a special file) is an interface for device 

driver and can be used by the end user to access the hardware device. The device file is 

located at /dev/video. To distinguish different video capture devices, the numbers from 

0 to 63 are used by video capture devices. Generally, 0 is used for the first device. Like 

opening a usual file, function open is used to open the device as following: 

std:: string str= ”/dev/videoO 

device _name=str. c_str();

open (vd->device_name, O RD W R); / / open the device

2. Obtaining the device’s capabilities and setting the picture properties

The second step is to check the device’s properties and capability. Based on the
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information and the end user’s request, the attribute of the video frames can be set. If 

the property of the video capture device is already known, it is unnecessary to check it. 

These processes can be done by the ioctliintfd, int request,.... ) function. The request 

argument selects the functions to be performed. The most used request in the V4L is 

enumerated in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Argument of the ioctl function used by V4L

argument description

VIDIOCGPICT obtain the capability information for a video device

VIDIOCSPICT set the capability information for a video device

VIDIOCGMBUF obtain the frame buffer parameters for a capture card

VIDIOCSFBUF set the frame buffer parameters for a capture card

VIDIOCGWIN obtain the setting of capture area

VIDIOCSWIN set the new value of capture area

VIDIOCGPICT obtain the default setting of the frame

VIDIOCSPICT set the frame properties

Two of the most important arguments in Table 3.1 are VIDIOCSWIN and 

VIDIOCSPICT. The two arguments control the format, size and other most important 

properties of captured frames.

3. Negotiating a capture method and capturing frames

When collecting a picture from the video capture device, two methods can be used: the 

first one is using readQ function, which is an easy and classic method. The second 

method is memory mapping. Because of not copying data, memory mapping is more 

efficient. For real-time video, spending less time to deal with the picture will make the 

video transmission more fluent. So I choose the memory mapping to collect the 

pictures. The ioctl ( ) function is also used by the memory mapping method. 

VIDIOCMCAPTURE ioctl indicates that the application begins capturing a frame. In
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addition, the application has to call VIDIOCSYNC ioctl to indicate if the capturing 

proceeding is finished or not.

When using the memory mapping method, double-buffering is also used to improve 

the efficiency of video capturing, which needs to be supported by the video capture 

hardware device. The double-buffering uses two buffers. The frame saved in one buffer 

is processed while the other buffer is mapping a new frame. The simple way to do 

double-buffering is listed below:

Prepare to capture;

VIDIOCMCAPTURE (frame 0) 

while (whatever)

{

VIDIOCMCAPTURE (framel);

VIDIOCSYNC (frame 0);

process frame 0 while the hardware captures frame I;

VIDIOCMCAPTURE (from eO);

VIDIOCSYNC (frame I);

process frame 1 while the hardware captures frame 0;

}

4. Output the video

After the video frames are captured, the frames are conveyed to the encoder for 

encoding, memcpy ( )  function is used for this purpose.

5. Closing the device

Like the first step, the device can be closed as a usual file, close ( )  function is called 

for closing the device.
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3.3.3 H.264/SVC codec

The original frames which are captured by V4L are too big to be transmitted on the 

networks. To compress the video streams is essential for video stream. In SVS, 

H.264/SVC is adopted in the system to compress the video streams; specifically 

temporal scalability and spatial scalability are applied.

After a video frame is sent to the H.264/SVC encoder, the spatial downsampling 

method is used to generate small size frames as the lower spatial layer. Generally, the 

lowest spatial layer is the base layer. Then every layer applies the temporal codec to 

encode different temporal frames. Generally, encoding high layer frames needs the 

support from low layer, which can reduce the output bit rate o f enhancement layer. The 

architecture o f a standard two spatial layer H.264/S VC codec example is illustrated in 

Figure 3.11.
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Temporal
Decomposition

Multiplexing
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M ain
c o d e c

M ain
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Enhancement Layer

Base Layer

Prediction

Figure 3.11 Standard two spatial layers H.264/SVC codec

After the base layer and enhancement layers are generated, the encoder marks every
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layer and then aggregates all o f them into one stream before transmitting the videos on 

the network. The Multiplexing is responsible for this function in Figure 3.11. Receivers 

will then decode one or more layers in the stream based on their ability, keep the 

wanted and discard the unwanted, as depicted in Figure 3.12.

s tre am

Multiplex

NETWORKs tre am

EL
stre am

BL

SERVER
s tre am

Figure 3.12 Standard SVC transmission

The advantage o f this method is that it just needs to open one door on the firewall on 

receiver side. It is more secure in complex environments, such as Internet. System 

administrators are reluctant to open pinhole on their firewall. More pinholes imply 

more opportunities for the hackers to invade the system. Flowever, this method has a 

big disadvantage that it could waste lots o f bandwidth, which is the most important 

concern in wireless networks. Every router in the network needs to transmit the whole 

video streams, including the base layer and enhancement layers although some 

enhancement layers will be discarded by the end users.

In private wireless networks, security is not the crucial point especially the network is 

temporarily constructed. Actually, the disadvantage o f this standard model is fatal to
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the wireless mesh network. Most of the end users in the WMN usually are smart 

devices such as PDAs and Mobile Phones with Wi-Fi, which always do not need the 

enhancement layer. So to transmit all the enhancement layers in the wireless networks 

is very inefficient and wastes the precious bandwidth resource, which easily leads to 

network congestion. To tackle this problem, another transmission method is designed 

in this system.

The goal of developing SVC is to meet different end users’ requests as well as reduce 

the data bits flow on the network. So the crucial issue is to classify the end user devices. 

Generally, the criteria to distinguish different devices are processing ability and screen 

size. Nowadays with the development of powerful CPUs, the small device also has 

powerful processing ability. Obviously, screen size becomes the most important 

criterion. Although various screen size can be found in the mobile devices, they can 

simply be classified into two types: big screen and small screen devices. In this system, 

the screen size which is big enough to display 640*480 pixels (VGA) is classified as 

big screen device. Otherwise, it is small screen device.

Considering the screen size and the complexity of deploying multicast group, the 

encoder generates only two spatial layers of video streams, base layer and one 

enhancement layer. They are packed into two multicast groups separately, as shown in 

Figure 3.13. The reason two multicast group are used is that too many multicast groups 

deployed in the network may increase the overhead of the video streaming. In addition, 

it is difficult to manage too many multicast groups by the server, which will increase 

power energy consumption. For wireless networks, there is an additional problem that 

different routes in the network may interfere each other, which will significantly reduce 

the network performance. So to reduce the overhead and complexity must be 

considered in the design.

The base layer is designed to replay on small screen devices, so the video size is set to 

320*240 pixels (QVGA). The enhancement layer is packed into another multicast
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group and sent to big screen devices. VGA is set as the enhancement layer’s video size. 

The video capturer captures the VGA size videos and sends them to the encoder. The 

encoder firstly uses the downsampling tool to generate the base layer with QVGA size, 

and then encode the two layers.

Compared to the standard transmission model (Figure 3.12), it does not need to 

aggregate the two layers into one stream. The aggregation in the encoders is removed. 

Devices with big screen need to join two multicast groups. However, the device with 

small screen only joins one multicast group. The enhancement layer does not need to 

transmit to small screen device, which could save huge bandwidth.

Stream 1.

Stream 2

EL NETWORKStream 1

Stream 2

BL Stream 2

SERVER
Stream 2

Figure 3.13 Scalable video streaming

3.3.4 Multicast server

The multicast server is responsible for sending out the videos via two multicast groups. 

To distinguish the video data in different layers, the server is mixed with the 

H.264/SVC encoder. Two RTP instances application are used. One connects to base
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layer, and the other connects to enhancement layer. The two instances work as parallel. 

They add the RTP/UDP/IP header to the packed NAL unit data and send them to the 

wireless mesh network.

The open source RTP application JRTPLIB [45], which is written by C++, is deployed 

as the multicast server. Basically, JRTPLIB can automatically process RTCP packets in 

the background. The end users just need to consider the RTP part. Before sending the 

first packet, the library needs to be initialised. Firstly, RTP session have to be created. 

In the system, because of using two multicast groups, two sessions are created as 

following:

RTPSession sessl;

RTPSession sess2;

Secondly, to actually create the session, the general options and parameters for the 

transmission component must be set first. Two classes are used for this purpose, 

RTPSessionParams and RTPUDPv4TransmissionParams

(RTPUDPv6TransmissionParams for IPv6). Every RTP session must be set separately. 

So the two classes are created and set as following in the system:

/*for sessl */

R TP UDPv4 TransmissionParams transparamsl;

RTPSessionParams sessparamsl;

sessparamsl .SetOwnTimestampUnit(l. 0/25.0);

//set the timestamp unit, the frame rate is 1/25 sec 

transparamsl. SetPortbase(portbasel);

/ /  set the rtp port o f the server, default portbase—7070

/*for sess2 */

R TP UDPv4 TransmissionParams transparams2;
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RTPSessionParams sessparams2;

Sessparams2. SetOwn Timestamp Unit(1.0/25.0); 

Transparams2.SetPortbase(portbasel); //defaultport is 8070

Then the session can be created and set the destination multicast address as well as port 

number.

/ f o r  sessl V

sessl. Create(sessparams 1, &transparamsl);

RTPIPv4Address addrl (destipl ,destportl); //the multicast address and port number 

sessl .AddDestination(addrl);

/ f o r  s ess 2 V

sess2. Create(sessparams2, &transparams2);

RTPIPv4Address addr2(destip2, destport2); 

sess2.AddDestination(addr2);

The main steps to initialize the RTP session have been done till now. To send out the 

data by RTP, just obtain the data from encoder and call the SendPacketQ function as 

following:

sessl.SendPacket( da ta , size );//data is the packed video need to be sent 

sess2.SendPacket( da ta , size );//data is the packed video need to be sent

After the sessions were initialized, SendPacketQ can be invoked continuously until the 

server stops working. RTPLIB also has the ability to process the RTCP packet, which 

can be abstracted by the end user. It can be used as the basic to design video quality 

control part, which will be discussed in the fifth chapter.
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3.4 Client module design

3.4.1 Framework of client module

Similar as the server in SVS, the application that runs on the client also consists of 

three parts, multicast client, H.264/SVC decoder and video displayer. The video 

processing flow chart is illustrated in Figure 3.14. The multicast client receives video 

packets from the networks, and then removes IP and UDP header. It analyses the 

information contained in the RTP header, such as sequence number and timestamp. 

Based on the information, the multicast client rearranges the packets and sends them to 

the H.264/SVC decoder. For the same reason as in the encoder B-frames need to be 

processed. The decoder firstly needs to collect enough frames (at least two I-frames in 

this system), and then decode them. If the decoder finds the sign which indicates the 

end of the stream, the application will stop and exit. Otherwise, the decoded frames 

will be rearranged and replayed in sequence. At the same time, new packets will also 

be received by the multicast clients.
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Figure 3.14 Video processing flow  chart in client 

3.4.2 New design in arranging the received packet

In this system, two multicast groups are used to transfer the layered videos. For the 

devices with big screens, the two layer videos need to be synchronized. Commonly, the 

RTP timestamp in RTP protocol and NTP (Network Time Protocol) timestamp in RTCP 

protocol are combined to synchronise the different multicast groups. NTP supplies a 

unity time standard. Every RTCP sender report (SR) in one multicast group contains 

the NTP and RTP timestamp. The RTCP uses the same RTP timestamp as in the RTP of 

one multicast group. Comparing with different group’s RTP timestamps by conveying 

them to the NTP time could synchronise the layers. But this method has a disadvantage
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that the packets in the RTP can not synchronize by themselves but need the help of 

RTCP. The problem is that RTCP is not transmitted in the same channel with RTP, 

RTCP has independent transmission scheme. In addition, to calculate and convert the 

time to the same standard is complex, which will cost extra time and power energy. For 

the real-time video streaming devices with battery energy, their processing ability is 

worse than the devices with AC powers. This method can lead to slightly delay. To 

address this issue, we designed a new rearrangement and synchronisation method for 

multi layers based on the RTP protocol.

In the initialisation phase of the system, the clients have been told the layers 

transmitted in which multicast groups by SDP or by default setting. In the two layered 

video streaming system, for every frame, the first multicast group contains the prefixed 

packets (can be seen as the extension of NAL header in SVC) and base layer frames. 

The second multicast group contains the enhancement layer frames. The server always 

sends out the prefixed packets first, then the base layer packets, and finally the 

enhancement layer packets, as shown in Figure 3.13. So sending the packets using the 

sequence as in Figure 3.15 to the decoder, the video can be decoded correctly.

Frame 1
A

a  r
Frame 2

A

Multicast Group 1

Multicast Group 2
Enhancement

Layer

Base LayerPrefixBase Layer

Enhancement
Layer

Prefix

-Time Line-

Figure 3.15 Sequence of the packets

When the packets arrive at the video client device, in transport layer the application 

checks the UDP port number to decide which SVC layer these packets belong to and 

then removes the UDP header. In application layer, RTP header is checked first. The 

sequence number is used to rearrange the packets in the SVC layers. In addition, UDP
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service is unreliable. The packet loss can not be avoided. So the sequence number is 

also used to check if  packets are lost or not. If lost, a sign will be inserted into location 

where the packet is lost. Then based on the order as shown in Figure 3.15, the decoder 

rearranges all the packets into a timeline. When lost sign was found, the decoder will 

remove the sign and put next packet in order. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.16. 

With this approach, the decoder doesn’t need to calculate the timestamp, which is 

significant to the end users with low processing ability and energy power.
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Figure 3.16 Packets rearrange method
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3.4.3 H.264/SVC decoder in the client

To make sure the decoder can decode the videos as soon as possible, the frame 

sequence transmitted on the networks is not the same as the play sequence, as shown in 

Figure 3.17. With the encoded sequence transmitting to the client, the decoder can 

continue to decode when the first frame data is received completely. However, to play 

the video on the screen, the decoder needs to rearrange the frame as the play sequence. 

So a buffer is created at the end o f the decoder to make sure the continuous video 

output.

Encoded Sequence

Play Sequence B-fram e I-fra m e

GOP

l-fram e

B -fram el-fram e B-fram e

l-fram e B-fram e B-fram e B -fram e

Figure 3.17 Encoded fram e sequence vs. play sequence

3.4.4 SDL used in the system

In this system, SDL is used to display the videos on the screen. In addition, SDL also 

supports some simple operations by event, such as closing the video display screen. In 

the server end, from capture to encoder, the YUV420P is deployed as the default colour 

space, which is widely supported by most video capture devices. Unfortunately, in the 

clients end, SDL can not support it. To tackle this issue, SDL YV l2 OVERLAY is 

chosen as the replacer. The difference between the YUV420P and 

SDL Y V 12 OVERLAY is that the U and V exchange their location, where U and V 

stand for two chrominance components. If SDL YV12 OVERLAY is used directly in
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SDL, the colour will become the contract colour of the real one. So when using the 

SDL to display YUV420P pictures, the chroma signal, U and V, must exchange their 

locations.

3.5 Summary

This chapter presents the design of SVS system. SVS uses two multicast groups to 

deliver base layer and enhancement layer videos to clients. Base layer videos are 

delivered to the small screen devices only, but enhancement layer videos are delivered 

to big screen devices as well as base layer videos. The details of the implementing the 

system are presented. In addition, a new packets rearrangement method on client side 

was proposed. By using this new method, it reduced the processing time of client.
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Chapter 4 QoS Design of the System

In this Chapter, The QoS design of the system is proposed, which has two parts. In 4.1, 

a H.264/SVC parameters information transferring scheme is described, which is based 

on SDP and a new designed RTCP APP protocol. In 4.2, a video quality control scheme 

is proposed based on the feedback collected by RTCP. In addition, not only the server 

can control the video output bit rate, but also the clients can help to improve the video 

quality by choosing the video data.

4.1 H.264/SVC Parameters Information Transferring Scheme

Generally, the video data, which is encoded by the encoder, contains encoding 

parameters that are used to instruct the decoder to decode the videos. Without these 

parameters, the decoder can not decode the video. To improve the robustness and 

reliability of the video, SDP and RTCP are improved to transmit the most important 

information in this part.

4.1.1 Introduction

Generally, the video control information includes the most important information in 

H.264 standard, which indicates how to decode the video. Different from loss-tolerant 

video content, the video quality will be degraded drastically if the video control 

information is lost. For this reason, H.264 separates the common but most important 

parameters and transmits them first. Comparing with the previous codec, such as 

MPEG-4, which transmits the information with the video content every time they are 

used, this new feature saves the bandwidth and increase the reliability of the video. In 

addition, it is recommended to transfer the information in a reliable manner.

The crucial information is packed into two types of packets, SPS and PPS in 

H.264/AVC. In the SVC, SPSE (sequence parameters set extension) was added to
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support the extension o f scalable video parameters. To distinguish different type o f 

packets, n a lu n it type field is indicated in the header o f every NAL (Network 

Abstraction Layer) packet o f H.264. The NAL header syntax is illustrated in Figure 

4.1.

bit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

D e s c r ip tio n
fo r b id d e n
_ z e r o _ b i t

nal_ref_idc nal_unit_type

Figure 4.1 NAL header syntax

forbidden_zero bit shall be equal to zero (defined by the standard). nal_ref_idc 

indicates the priority o f this NAL packet which is based on the nal_unit_type. If the 

NAL packet contains the important information, such as PPS and SPS, this field must 

be greater than 0. n a ljin it jy p e  uses five bits to show the type o f packet. The 

frequently used packet types are depicted in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 H.264 packet types

Type description nal unit type

Coded slice o f a non-IDR picture 1

Coded slice data partition C 4

Coded slice o f an IDR picture 5

Supplemental enhancement information (SEI) 6

Sequence parameter set (SPS) 7

Picture parameter set (PPS) 8

End o f sequence 10

End o f stream 11

Sequence parameter set extension (SPSE) 13

Prefix NAL unit in scalable extension 14

Subset sequence parameter set 15

Coded slice in scalable extension 20
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In Table 4.1, the nal_unit_type fo r  PPS is 8, SPS is 7 as well as SPSE is 13. All these 

packets can be easily distinguished just by parsing the NAL header by the decoder.

PPS applies to the decoding of one or more individual pictures within a coded video 

sequence. Every PPS has a pic_parameter_set_id field that indicates the PPS’s number, 

which can be used to identify whether this PPS is active or not. In addition, the 

seq_parameter_set_id is contained in the PPS to indicate which SPS is activated 

currently. PPS packet contains the infrequently changed parameters of the picture, such 

as Qp value and how many slices are contained in one picture. SPS includes 

parameters that can be referred to by one or more PPSs or some SEIs for a serial of 

pictures. PPS, SPS contains identification field, profile, level information, and the 

number of reference pictures. The SPSE is an extension packet for SPS, so it must have 

the same identification number as the SPS and always follows the SPS packet.

There are two methods for transmitting the PPS, SPS and SPSE packets: in band and 

out of band. The in band method includes this crucial information into the RTP packets 

and transmits them with other video content packets, which uses the unreliable UDP 

protocol in the transport layer. Because UDP based transmission is not reliable manner, 

generally these control information will be sent more than once to ensure at least one 

copy will be received by the clients. Unlike the in band method, out of band method 

transmits the important information by a reliable channel before sending the first video 

slice. TCP is deployed commonly in this situation. Comparing with the in band method, 

it supplies a more reliable way to transmit the important information, which improves 

the video robustness. But it has an obvious disadvantage that maintaining another 

channel increases the complexity of the system and it adds more burden to the server 

and client. In addition, for multicast video streaming, deploying TCP to send the video 

information to every client will significantly increase the overhead on the networks. To 

address this issue, a hybrid method is used to transmit the crucial information. Out of 

band method is used in the beginning phase of video streaming with the improved SDP 

protocol without creating a new reliable channel. When the video is streaming to the



clients, an improved in band method is used with RTCP protocol.

4.1.2 Out of Band Method and Improvement of SDP Protocol

The three video parameters, PPS, SPS and SPSE, are added to SDP during the server 

client negotiation stage. They are added to the “a=” field in session description part o f 

SDP. The format is described as following:

a = PPS x l  y  : {Value) 

a = SPS x ! y  : {Value)

a = SPSE x ! y  : {Value)

Here, x/y denotes the xth packet out o f y  packets. Value is the content o f the packet in 

decimal format. For example, there are three PPS packets. If the first one has 4 bytes, 

the format is show in Figure 4.2.

PPS Packet: 0110 1000 1101 1110 0011 1010 1000 0000

a=PPS 1/3: 104 222 58 128

Figure 4.2 Structure of video information

After receiving the request from the client, the server firstly adds the session 

information to SDP as shown in Figure 4.3. Then the server will invoke the camera and 

encoder. The PPS, SPS and SPSE packets are abstracted from the encoder and added to 

the SDP message.
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v=0
o=swanmesh 88311887031 88311885421 IN IP4 81.96.204.51
s=Swan Video Streaming
i=SDP improvement
u=http://www. Swanmesh.ac.uk
e=abc@swansea. ac.uk
c=IN IP4 227.0.0.11/127/2
a=SPS 1/1: 103 77 96 13 154 203 10 15 200
a=SPSE 1/1: 111 86 64 30 172 53 150 10 3 216 8 64
a=PPS 1/3: 104 222 58 128
a=PPS 2/3: 104 87 129 26 128
a=PPS 3/3: 104 119 129 24 128
t=0 0
m=video 19842 RTP/AVP 96 
a=rtpmap:96 h264-svc1 
a=fmtp:96 screensize=320*240 
m=video 19844 RTP/AVP 97 
a=rtpmap:97 h264-svc2 
a=fmtp:97 screensize=640*480

Figure 4.3 An improved SDP example

With the help o f this scheme, when the receiver receives the SDP reply from the sender, 

the video parameters information could be sent to the decoder immediately. So, once 

the decoder receives the streaming data, the videos will be decoded as soon as possible.

4.1.3 Transmitting Video Control Information by RTCP

Since the video parameters may be changed during video transmission, the SPS, SPSE, 

PPS must be sent again. As said above, traditional out o f band method increases the 

network data flow and complexity o f devices. An efficient method is required.

To supply a more reliable and low energy consumption method, an improved in band 

information convey method is used in the system when transmitting the real-time video 

data. The RTCP protocol is used to convey the crucial information by RTCP APP 

packets. In addition, the clients also use a new designed APP message to feed back to 

the server, which will reduce the unnecessary data flow on the network.
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In this method, the RTCP APP packets are designed to convey the crucial information. 

Two new types o f APP packets were designed. One is for server, sending out the SPS, 

SPSE and PPS information; another one is for clients, sending back the feedback to the 

server. The APP for server mainly contains session identification, time information and 

SPS, SPSE and PPS messages. The syntax o f the server APP packet is illustrated in 

Figure 4.4.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

n

The server APP RTCP packet consists o f two sections, as shown in Figure 4.4. The first 

section, which is defined by the RTCP protocol, is 12 octets long. The fields have the 

following meaning:

version (V): 2 bits

It identifies the version o f RTCP, which is the same as other types o f RTCP packets and 

RTP data packets. The version defined by this specification is 2.

32 Bits (4 Bytes)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8

v=2 s u b ty p e  = 1 j P T - A P P - 2 0 4  i len g th

Synchronization Source (SSRC) Identifier 

name (ASCII) = PSES

T (NTP timestamp, most significant word)

T (NTP timestamp, least significant word) 

T1 (RTP timestamp) 

s e q u e n c e  N u m b e r  P P S  le n g th  I S P S  len g th S P S E  len g th

PPS SPS SPSE messages

Figure 4.4 RTCP APP packet for server
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subtype: 5 bits

A number can be used to identify the packets with the same name (the third line, 9 to 

12 octets). In general, some different type of RTCP APP packets can be defined by a 

unique name when they are designed for the same purpose. In this situation, the 

subtype field can be used to distinguish these packets. For the SPS, SPSE, and PPS 

transmissions, two types of APP packets are deployed. One is for server and the other 

one is for client. So in this server APP packet, the value of subtype is set to 1.

packet type (PT): 8 bits

Packet type contains the constant 204 to identify this as an RTCP APP packet, 

length: 16 bits

Length indicates how many bits are contained in this APP packet, which includes the 

APP header.

name: 4 octets

A name is chosen by the application creator which defines the set of APP packets to be 

unique with respect to other APP packets this application might receive. The name is 

interpreted as a sequence of four ASCII characters, with uppercase and lowercase 

characters being treated as distinct. In this packet, the name is defined as PSES, which 

stands for a set of PPS, SPS and SPSE.

The second section is the details of the packet. The fields have the following meaning: 

T: 64 bits

T is the exact time when PPS, SPS and SPSE are used. To ensure the successful 

delivery of RTCP APP packet, RTCP APP packet is sent twice within certain time, T. T 

is calculated as:
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T  =
Ttx2 (if  Tt>Ts )

 ̂ Tsx2 ( if Tj<Ts ) (4.1)

where T[ is the time interval between first and second RTCP APP packets sending time, 

and Ts is the round trip time of packet travelling from server to receiver.

Tx can be calculated by

71=[S„xMr+(50 + 5 j x A iJ /5  (42)

here, Sa is the average size of the RTCP packet, Ss is the size of RTCP APP packet, Nr 

and Ns stand for the number of the receivers and senders, respectively, and B is the 

bandwidth for RTCP transmission.

The time T’s format is NTP (Network Time Protocol), where the first 32 bits are the 

most significant word, and the rest 32 bits are the least significant word. The difference 

between the most significant word and least significant word is that in a short time 

session, only least significant word is enough. Dividing NTP into two parts can reduce 

the complexity when it is deployed in the short time session. NTP is a protocol for 

synchronizing the clocks of different computers over network, which use UDP on port 

123 on its transport layer. The NTP timestamp is 64 bits long, unsigned fixed-point 

number. The most significant in RTP is the integer part of the NTP timestamp and the 

least significant is the fraction part. The NTP time will overflow some time in 2036.

Tl: 32 bits

T1 is the RTP timestamp that corresponds to the same time as the NTP timestamp 

(above), but in the same units and with the same random offset as the RTP timestamps 

in data packets.

Sequence number: 8 bits

Sequence number increases by one if a new server APP packet which contains new
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PPS, SPS and SPSE information. This field is used to distinguish different RTCP APP 

packets.

PPS length: 8 bits

PPS length indicates the length of PPS information which is in the last part of this 

packet (PPS SPS SPSE messages).

SPS length: 8 bits

SPS length stands for length of SPS message.

SPSE length: 8 bits

SPSE length stands for the length of SPSE message.

PPS SPS SPSE messages: n bits

This field contains the data of PPS, SPS and SPSE. For the purpose of distinguishing 

different messages of the same type, the number of messages and length of every 

message is indicated first. The format of this part is depicted in Figure 4.5.

32 Bits (4 Bytes)

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8

PN PPS ......

SN SPS

EN SPSE ......

Figure 4.5 Format of PPS, SPS and SPSE in server RTCP APP packet

The PPS SPS SPSE messages part consists of three fields. The fields have the 

following meaning:

PN/SN/EN: 3 bits
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PN indicates how many PPS message is contained in the packet. Generally, the number 

of PPS packets is no more than eight. 3 bits are used in this field. SN and EN have the 

same function as PN but stands for the number of SPS and SPSE.

PPS: nbits

This field consists of two parts, one for every message’s length of the whole PPSs, and 

the other one for the PPS data. For the first part, the length is PN*8 bits, which means 

every message uses 8 bits to indicate its size. For example, if  there are 4 PPS messages, 

the PN is 4, and 4*8=32 bits are used to indicate the size of PPS. The first 8 bits 

indicate the size of the first PPS message and so on.

SPS/SPSE: n bits

As described in the PPS field, but stand for SPS and SPSE, respectively.

The RTCP APP for clients is designed to send back the feedback information. The 

format of this type APP packet is depicted in Figure 4.6.

32 Bits (4 Bytes)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8

v=2 | Pj subtype = 2 j PT-APP-204

Synchronization Source 

name (ASCII) = F

length

(SSRC) Identifier 

>SES

sequence Number

Figure 4.6 RTCP APP packet for client

The format of the client RTCP APP packet which is illustrated in Figure 4.6 is similar 

as the format of RTCP APP for server (Figure 4.4). The difference between them is that 

the subtype in the client APP is set to 2. Some fields which can not be used in this 

packet are removed.
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When the server needs to send a new server RTCP APP packet, at first the server needs 

to acquire each PPS, SPS and SPSE message from the encoder and the size of each 

message. The total size of the three types will be calculated. All these messages will be 

added to the APP packet. At the same time, the time T will be calculated. The last step 

is to add the rest fields of the packet and send it out immediately by multicast. Before 

time T, two server RTCP APP packets had been sent out. The server then changes the 

mode to wait for the reply from the clients. In addition, the new PPS, SPS and SPSE 

messages will be used at time T.

On the client side, when a server RTCP APP packet is received by client, firstly, the 

sequence number is checked to make sure this packet is not an old one. If the sequence 

number is greater than the last received, this packet will be analyzed; otherwise it will 

be discarded. A client RTCP APP packet will be sent out by multicast immediately if 

the packet has been ensured. To make sure the server can receive the feedback 

information, the client RTCP APP packets are also sent twice. The second packet is 

added to the compound packet and sent out with the RR report. Then the PPS, SPS and 

SPSE are conveyed to the decoder and at time T, they will be used to decode the video.

To use the client RTCP APP packet, the server needs to maintain a buffer to contain the 

received clients’ SSRC. In addition, the number of clients, N, will be used. If the server 

receives a client RTCP APP packet, firstly it checks the sequence number to ensure it is 

the latest server RTCP APP packet’s feedback. Then the SSRC field is abstracted to 

compare with the buffer. If no same SSRC is found, this SSRC will be added to the 

buffer, and N will be decrease by one; otherwise this client RTCP APP packet will be 

discarded. At the T time, the server will check the value of N. If N=0, the server will 

stop sending the server RTCP APP packet; otherwise, the server continues sending 

until N decreases to 0. So each client has the opportunity to receive the PPS, SPS and 

SPSE information although they had been used by the server already.
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A special situation is that when the sender sends out the server RTCP APP packet and 

waits for the response, a client quits the session. Two methods can be used for a client 

who wants to quit. Firstly, when the client quits, a Bye message will be sent. Secondly, 

if the server can not receive the RR report from a client at a given time slot, the client 

is considered quit already, which will happen if the Bye packet was lost or the client 

can not connect to the server. For the first situation, the server can compare the SSRC 

contained in the Bye packet to the buffer. If no the same SSRC was found, N will 

decrease one but not add this client’s SSRC to the buffer; otherwise it will be ignored. 

For the second situation, the SSRC of client who lost connection to the server is 

abstracted and also compared to the buffer. Then the same process will be taken like 

the first situation.

With this method, the server can guarantee every crucial information sent to the client 

without an extra reliable channel, which significantly improves the robustness and 

efficiency of the system.

4.2 Video Quality Control Scheme

In this part, a video quality control scheme is designed based on the information 

collected by RTCP, in which the server controls the output bit stream to meet the 

request of all the clients and the client also takes part in the quality control by adjusting 

the video it received.

The condition of networks has significantly affected the quality of the video. Actually, 

the screen size is considered as a factor to decide which layer of videos should be 

delivered to the receiver. The condition of network is collected by RTCP. Periodically, 

the video server can receive the Receiver Report (RR) from RTCP, whilst end user can 

receive the Sender Report (SR). From the SR and RR results, packet loss, jitter and 

delay can be calculated [46]. In this system, packet loss is chosen as a metric to control 

the video quality.
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For the multicast video streaming, the server sends out the same data to all the 

multicast clients. However, different end users in the mesh network may have different 

conditions. It is impossible for server to adjust the output bit rate to make every client 

comfortable. The server, in the quality control design of this system, is responsible for 

making sure every client could receive the basic quality video. Furthermore, to fill the 

gap with server, the client can reduce the data transferred to it by leaving one of the 

multicast groups it joined. For example, the client joined two multicast groups to 

receive one base layer and one enhancement layer of the video. When the packets loss 

goes beyond the threshold, the client could leave the multicast group that transfers the 

enhancement layer of videos to reduce the network traffic, which can make the 

network transmission more fluent and reliable.

In RR packets, the Fraction Lost field indicates the fraction of RTP data packets lost 

since previous SR packet was sent. This field is chosen as the metric for controlling the 

video quality. In the server end, all the clients send back the RTCP RR report by 

multicast. The Fraction Lost fields contain different values in the RR reports. The 

worst one of them must be picked out. Firstly, the server abstracts the fraction lost from 

the first received RTCP RR packet and saved it in the buffer and then compares it with 

the following received fraction lost values. The worst fraction lost is saved instead of 

the previous saved one. This process lasts T time, where T is the RTCP transmission 

interval time. Commonly, during the interval, the server could receive the RR reports 

from all the clients if the packets loss and congestion are not considered. If exceeding 

T time, the worst value that saved in the buffer will be sent to the encoder as a 

reference. The whole proceeding is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Qos design in server

In order to control the output video stream, Quantisation parameter (Qp) [47] in the 

encoder is examined. When the Qp value is increased, the output bit rate is decreased. 

Based on the received fraction lost information, the Qp value is changed in the encoder 

to control the output video stream.

On the client side, almost in every RTCP transmission interval, the client can receive 

the RTCP SR report. The packets count number can be used to calculate the fraction 

lost for the RR report. Before sending out the RR report, the calculated fraction lost 

value has been extracted. Comparing it with the limitation values, the client decides if  

the multicast group which contains the enhancement layer needs to be removed or not.
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By default, the RTCP transmission interval is set to 5 seconds at least. The application 

will automatically set the transmission interval to 5 seconds if the number of clients is 

too small. But 5 seconds is too long for the server to wait for the feedback. It is too late 

to adjust the output video stream based on the out of time information, so the 5 seconds 

threshold is removed. In this situation, the transmission interval is calculated as usual 

whatever how many clients in the session.

It is important to set the reference packet limited value to adjust the video streams by 

server and clients. But to different encoding standard and different captured videos, 

this value is not unique. Previous experimental results of this system in a static 

situation showed when the packet loss is below 4%, the video quality is acceptable. If 

higher than 7%, the decoded video is nonsense to the end users. If lower than 0.5%, the 

video has little quality degradation. Based on these results, the minimum and 

maximum packet loss limitations are set in the video server as well as in end users. If 

the packet loss exceeds the limitation, the Qp will be adjusted. At the same time, every 

end user will decide to accept or reject to receive the video layer(s). This approach is 

shown in Figure 4.8.

Server:
If critical packet loss >= 4% 

Qp=Qp+1 
If critical packet loss <= 0.5% 

Qp=Qp-1

End User: 
if packet loss >= 7% 

enhancement layers -1 
if packet loss <= 0.5% 

enhancement layers +1

Figure 4.8 Quality control algorithm
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Two situations must be considered. The first one is that the mesh network condition is 

very good. This situation commonly happens when only a few devices connect to the 

server and all of them are not far away from the server. The worst fraction lost value is 

always lower than 0.5%. As a result, the Qp value in the encoder is decreasing 

continuously and the output bits are higher and higher. Although the network has the 

ability to transfer the high bit rate video, but too high bit rates almost have no 

improvement to the video quality. However, it will affect the network performance 

because of occupying too many bandwidths. In addition, the lifetime of the devices 

with battery energy will be reduced seriously when the duty cycle is too high. Another 

situation is that the network condition is very bad. In fact, the Fraction Lost is always 

higher than 4%. Under this situation, the server has to reduce the output bit stream 

continuously. Unfortunately, the video quality is not acceptable if the bit rate is too low 

because of the small screen size. To address these two issues, the Qp value is limited in 

a acceptable range. In H.264, the Qp value is ranging from 0 to 51. In the system, the 

initialization of Qp value is from 20 to 30 (default value is 26). To avoid generating too 

high or too low bit rate, the limitation is set to ±15 from the test result.

Similarly, the server and end users can control the video quality automatically together, 

which not only save the bandwidth, but also improve the video robustness. In addition, 

it can reduce the network congestion, which could significantly improve the 

performance of the whole network.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, firstly, we discussed the H.264/SVC parameters information 

transmitted by the improved SDP and new designed RTCP packets. To ensure the most 

important parameters information transmitted to the clients, they are added to the SDP 

before transmitting the video data. In addition, a new RTCP APP packet was designed 

to contain the parameters information. It can be deployed when the server is sending 

video data. Secondly, a video control scheme was designed. In this scheme, the RTCP
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collects the packet loss information and sends the information to the server and clients. 

Based on the information, the server can adjust the output video bit rates as well as the 

clients can decide which layer of the video can be received.

In next chapter, a testbed is going to be constructed and the system performance is 

tested.
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C h a p te r  5 Testbed and Results

To evaluate the performance of SVS, a testbed is developed. In section 5.1 the 

development environment and devices of the testbed are introduced. In section 5.2, the 

test results for evaluating SVS are presented.

5.1 Environment and Devices

To evaluate the effectiveness and performance of proposed video streaming system, the 

new approaches were implemented and tested in a previously developed WMN testbed 

[48]. Experiments have been done in a home environment as shown in Figure 5.1. It 

can be seen that a camera and a computer work together as a video server where all the 

server algorithms are implemented in Linux. Three mesh routers are set in three 

different rooms. Video server is laid on the ground floor, and then two clients are put 

on the first floor. Video server sends one base layer (BL) and one enhancement layer 

(EL) simultaneously by two multicast groups. One end user works as the device with 

small screen, a laptop, to receive base layer videos. The other one, laptop, with big 

screen receives two layers of videos. The distance among the devices is no less than 5 

meters and can be adjusted to achieve diverse network conditions. Figure 5.2 shows 

the laptops are receiving videos. Figures 5.3-5.5 show the devices used in the system.

MAODV (Multicast Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) protocol is deployed in 

mesh routers as the multicast algorithm. We are not aware of any implementation of 

MAODV that support Linux kernel version 2.26 when we test our video streaming 

system. Therefore we have developed a novel implementation of MAODV in kernel 

user space which based on the open source software AODV-UU 0.9.5 version. The 

mesh router is built using a WRAP board.

The Swan Video Streaming (SVS) system supports IEEE 802.11 a/b/g standards. Every
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mesh router has two antennas. Atypical Omni 5dB antenna at 5.8GHz which is used to 

connect with other routers and a 3dB antenna at 2.4GHz is used to communicate with 

the end users.

laptop

lap top

R oom  3 R oom  2

d esk to p

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of experiments

Figure 5.2(a) Video playing on laptop with big screen
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Figure 5.2(b) Video playing on laptop with small screen

Figure 5.3 M esh routers and clien ts
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Figure 5.4 Video streaming server

Figure 5.5 Clients of the system

5.2 Results

To evaluate the effectiveness o f quality control method, three working scenarios were 

evaluated, as shown in Figures 5.6-5.8. In these Figures, GOP stands for group o f 

picture, which consists o f four frames. After sending one GOP, video server receives 

the RR report.

In Figure 5.6, since the packets loss is less than 0.5%, the server increases the output 

bit streams. The trend o f  two lines goes up. So every receiver can receive the good 

quality videos.
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Figure 5.6 Bit stream versus GOP with packet loss lower than 0.5%

When in a usual network condition as shown in Figure 5.7, at the beginning, the packet 

loss o f the EL is more than 4%, so the server reduces the EL output stream until the 

packet loss is less than 4%. The output bit streams o f the two layers change frequently 

based on the network condition. At GOP 14, because o f the huge motion captured in 

the picture, the bit stream increases unexpected.

B it s t r c o n  v e r s u s  GOP w ith  low p a c k e ts  lo s s

$
9

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 13 17 19 21 23 23 27 28
SOP

Figure 5.7 Bit stream versus GOP with low packet loss

In Figure 5.8, with the worse network condition, the EL is dropped by the end user to 

reduce the bit stream in the network so as to ensure BL can be received in a steady and
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acceptable quality.

Packet Loss <0. 5%

■
4%< Packet Loss <7% 

▲
Packet Loss 7%

♦
0. 5%< Packet Loss <4%

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 28
GOP

Figure 5.8 Bit stream versus GOP with high packet loss

As we can see, the base layer and enhancement layer have different packet loss rates. 

There are two reasons Firstly, the packets o f the two layers in the same picture are not 

send out at the same time. Because the network condition changes continuously, the 

packet loss rates o f the two layers are different. Secondly, the server controls the video 

output rate based on the feedback, so the bit rate o f  the video transmission is not fixed. 

Generally, bit rates could affect the packet loss, so the two layers have different packet 

loss rates.

In Figure 5.9-5.11, three test scenarios are given, in which three classifications o f the 

video frames, good quality, acceptable quality and unacceptable quality are shown. It 

can be seen that with proposed video quality control mechanism, the unacceptable 

video frame is reduced.

Bit stream  versus GOP with high packets loss

BL(m ulticast group 1) 
EL(m ulticast group 2)

S  20
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Figure 5.9 Good quality frame

mm

Figure 5.10 Acceptable quality fram e
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:reen*

Figure 5.11 Unacceptable quality fram e

It is obvious according to the experiment results that the system has a good control of 

quality o f service under any network conditions. With the help o f the wireless mesh 

network technology and proposed scalable video streaming scheme, SVS system can 

deliver flexible and diverse videos to the end users. In addition, the improvement of 

quality control in the system overcomes the unsteady problem o f wireless networks.
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6. Conclusion and Future work

We conclude this thesis with a summary of my contributions and directions for future 

research, especially about video streaming control and QoS guaranty in WMN.

6.1 Conclusion

At first, a scalable video streaming system (SVS) based on wireless mesh network was 

designed in this thesis. The testbed consists of a number of self-contained and 

self-configured nodes, called Swanmesh nodes. These nodes are based on a Linux 

embedded system with dual radios. In SVS, the base layer and the enhancement layer 

of the videos are transferred by different multicast groups, which significantly reduce 

the video data transmitted on the network and, therefore, reduce the possibility of 

congestion in the mesh network. In order to improve the quality of video in 

transmission with as low as possible bit rate, a packets rearrangement method in the 

client application was designed to improve the efficiency.

To improve the robustness of video transmission, the video control messages, PPS, 

SPS and SPSE, were transferred by improved SDP protocol at the beginning of 

transmission phase and the updated video information were transmitted by RTCP 

during video transferring phase. By this method, without maintaining a reliable 

channel, the important massage can be transmitted to the end user quickly and reliably 

as well as reducing the server complexity and the data traffic on the network.

In addition, based on the mesh network condition, which measured by the packet loss, 

the output video bit streams can be adjusted automatically by the server through the Qp 

value. Furthermore, end users also can accept or reject to receive relevant layers of 

videos automatically based on the packet loss, which can reduce the network traffic in 

case of congestion and ensure the video can be received smoothly.
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Experiment results demonstrated the system can provide good performance real-time 

videos in wireless mesh network with low bandwidth.

6.2 Future Work

Clearly, SVS system reported in this thesis needs to be enhanced in several ways:

The most important function of RTCP protocol is to collect the feedback about the 

network situation. But a big problem is that the transmission interval will increase 

when the number of clients rises. So a large number of clients subjects to a long 

transmission interval, which means that the feedback is out of time. How to reduce the 

transmission interval time is a big challenge in the future works. The proposal is that 

every client listens to others’ feedback, and then decides to send out its feedback based 

on other clients’ feedback or not.

In the thesis, the initial output video bit rate needs to be set manually or use the default 

value. But the default value may not fit and setting manually is troublesome. So I 

propose to collect the bandwidth information from the network layer, which can be 

used to set the initial bit rate generated by the server.

The base layer of the video is the most important one among all the video layers. 

Losing the video data in base layer will cause to more serious quality degradation than 

other layers. A method that makes sure the base layer to be transmitted to the end users 

will increase the video quality significantly.
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